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THE 19TH
ALL THOMPSON SHOW AND SHOOT

IS SCHEDULED FOR AUGUST 13-14, 2010.
SEE PAGE 11 FOR INFORMATION

BRITISH HOME GUARD "CITIZEN SOLDIERS" WITH TSMG AND "WALL PAPER
CAMOUFLAGE" (NO, I AM NOT MAKING THIS UP.).
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BRITISH "HOME GUARD" MANUALS

Sometimes it is just plain fun to pick up a small item as an accessory and to have it  lead you down
another path of information on the Thompson. So is the case of the purchase of a British Home Guard
manual entitled " A Handbook for the L.D.V."  by John Brophy. These little books are a fascinating
look into the dark hours of WWII in England when they were expecting an invasion at any minute.

These books were printed in a hurry, by both the military and private publishers to educate the
regular civilian and retired military men that would form the basis of a national guard for the British.
There were two separate Home Guard units. The regulars were the men and women that were trained
for everyday jobs like coast watchers and defending towns and the "Service units."

The purpose of the "Service Units" was to do nothing during an invasion, but to wait and become
the underground resistance to an occupying army. These men and women were highly trained in
explosives, weapons, and hand to hand combat. These men were so well trained that  if a Service
Unit member was called up to the regular military units, he had the choice of any combat unit, even
the Commandos.

However, the commercially produced manuals for the regular Home Guard units were at times of
little benefit and are now interesting reading. One such passage is: " The Thompson Gun - This sub-
machine-gun, sometimes called the "tommy" gun, should be of double interest to the Home Guard,
because it fires the same .300 ammunition as the American "Springfield" rifle,,,"  Probably, this is
a rememberance of the Auto-Rifle not the Thompson. That had to be an interesting training session
trying to load the magazines. But, today these manuals are a great way to collect Thompson history.
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BRITISH HOME GUARD BOX MAG. POUCHES
BY

DAVID ALBERT

During WWII leather box magazine pouches were created for
the British Home Guard, to hold the thirty round box magazines
of the Thompson Submachine Gun. When the British changed
over to the STEN, the magazine pouches were modified to
handle the taller STEN magazines.

The front leather strap was repositioned about 1/4" - 1/2" higher
and riveted back in place. This leaves a hole from the first set of
rivets below the leather strap.

So the question is now, if you display these pouches, is it correct
to have Thompson magazines in them?

(Above) FRONT OF POUCH SHOWING THE HOLE FROM THE STRAP REALIGN-
MENT, FOR THE STEN MAGS IN POUCH.

(Top) Back
side of
pouches.

(Right)
Pouch with
TSMG mags
inside.
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THOMPSON TRAVELS
BY

FRANK IANNAMICO

Here is a sure fire way of winning a bet. "Did anyone make a TSMG folding stock?" Aside from the
1922 Model F shown in the book "The Ultimate Thompson," these Thompsons have had an AK-
47 folding stock attached to the Thompsons shown.

All I want for Christmas is ................
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LEATHER THOMPSON GUN
CASE

Just when I think I have seen it all.
A gentlemen was kind enough to
send to me pictures of a case he had
just bought at a southwestern gun
show.

It is a complete copy of the Thomp-
son canvas "Type B" case in leather.
It has a pouch for the buttstock and
magazine pouches, but does not have
a compartment for the cleaning rod
on the inside of the case. There is no
manufacturers name or markings
visible.

My Christmas list is getting
larger...........
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SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR INFANTERIET

BY
TOM DAVIS, JR.

When the Thompson Submachine Gun or kulsprutepistol m/40 (submachine gun  m/40) was adopted by the Royal
Army of Sweden in 1940, a stand alone 11 page  Swedish manual was initially compiled, printed and distributed.
Documentation at  the KRIGSARKIVET or War Archives in Stockholm, Sweden, revealed the initial  production
run for this first manual was 2000 copies. Only a few copies of this  manual are known to survive today. (See The
Ultimate Thompson Book, Fig.405)

In 1941, information on the kulsprutepistol m/40 was included in the Swedish  Army manual,
SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR INFANTERIET (Instructions to  Soldier - Infantry).  Much of the information on
the m/40 or Thompson  Submachine Gun, including two of the pictures (shown below), came directly  from this
initial 11 page manual.  While not common, the Swedish  SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR INFANTERIET manu-
als can be found today. These  manuals make a great addition to a Thompson paper collection. However,  detailed
information on the m/40 is only found in the 1941, 1942 and 1943  Infantry manuals.

The 1941 SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR INFANTERIET manual was the first to  include information on the
kulsprutepistol m/40. As the pictures of the manuals  show below, there are three different variations of the 1941
manual: the initial or  first edition, a second edition and a later third edition. The information on the m/ 40 con-
tained in all three 1941 editions is identical.

1941 ÅRS UPPLAGA -
SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR
INFANTERIET - 1st Edition

The cover marking for the 1941
SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR
INFANTERIET - 2nd Edition (ANDRA)

The cover marking for the 1941
SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR
INFANTERIET – 3rd Edition (TREDJE)
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A new SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR INFANTERIET was issued in 1942, and  again in 1943, that contained
information on the m/40. The information is slightly  different between the 1941 and 1942/1943 manuals. The
Thompson gun is now  referred to as the kpist m/40 (tommy gun m/40). Shown below are the covers of  the 1942
and 1943 manuals as well as pictures of the m/40 and magazines as  contained in the 1943 manual.

(Left)
1942
SOLDATINSTRUKTION
FÖR  INFANTERIET

(Right)
1943

SOLDATINSTRUKTION
FÖR  INFANTERIET

The top of pages 160 & 161 from the 1943 SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR  INFANTERIET showcasing the m/40
and m/40 magazine types. The same  pictures appear in the 1941 and 1942 manuals.

The 1944 SOLDATINSTRUKTION FÖR INFANTERIET does reference the kpist  m/40 as one of three subma-
chine guns in Swedish Army inventory, but states:  "Not described here." This same notation is used in the manual
on many other  weapons in Swedish army inventory that were procured in small numbers during  World War II.

The picture of the kpist m/40 in Thompson Model of 1928 A configuration is  representative of all known Swedish
Thompson Submachine Guns. While an original Model of 1928 Thompson without a compensator is not fre-
quently seen  in the United States, the 500 Thompsons shipped to Sweden indicate that this  was indeed a variation
that could be easily purchased from the Auto-Ordnance  Corporation.
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BRITISH INSPECTION MARKS
INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY

PETER LAIDLER

The Small Arms Training School was recently examining a Thompson
Submachine Gun in their inventory and notice the cartouche as seen to the
right. Well Peter Laidler, Arms Expert, Author, and even though he might
not admit to it, but a good friend of mine, sent to me the following notes on
their research that they discovered.

" Glad to see you have a good mark here to show. This has been reported
in the past as ex Dutch post war (Queen Wilhemina) and the Army Ordnance
Depot at Weedon. But it is in fact ROF Woolwich.

Royal Ordnance Factory Woolwich wasn't a small arms factory, but an ordnance/gun factory
specializing in Field Guns in WWII. But, there was a large small arms workshop there that
undertook most of the  specialized work such as refurbishment of foreign small arms.

It was these inspectors that were also inspecting the incoming Lend Lease kit (equipment for
Americans) where necessary. This is usually in the cases where the equipment wasn't "service
standard" such as Lend Lease Enfields."

IMAGE OF AN  ROF WOOLWICH CARTOUCHE. (FROM AMERICAN THUNDER II
BY FRANK IANNAMICO.)
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FINALLY SOMETHING I CAN AFFORD FOR CHRISTMAS

A new airsoft 6 mm Thompson Submachine Gun. This is an all metal "BB gun", with plastic wood
parts, that fires 6 mm projectiles at about 500 fps, FULL AUTO! No need for a special stamp! It can
be bought in most sporting goods stores! The Model of 1928 version unfortunately, is configured
like an M1 Thompson, but is made to look like a gangster gun..

The gun even uses an all metal Type L drum magazine, which acts as a hopper feeding device for
the gun. You load the ammo into the drum by pouring it in the top of the drum, and then, by turning
the winding key, it feeds the ammo up and into the gun. The ammo is inexpensive and if not damaged,
can be reused. The cost for 1000 rds is about $20.

At around $200.00 this is a lot of fun to play with. Very accurate and great to teach kids with.

The all metal gun and drum are a nice
feel for this airsoft. The drum loads
into the gun like a box magazine. Same
way as used on Class III M1
Thompsons.
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IT IS HERE AND READY FOR DELIVERY
JUST IN TIME FOR

CHRISTMAS!

800 PLUS PAGES OF INFORMATION AND HISTORY
FROM 1900-PRESENT DAY.

COST IS $150 PLUS $12 UPS , CASH, CHECK OR
VISA/MASTER CARD

SEND ORDERS TO
TRACIE HILL,
PO BOX 8710,

NEWARK, OH 43055

PUBLISHED BY:
B/H DISTRIBUTION

P.O. BOX 8710
NEWARK, OH 43055 ANY AD FOR $6.00 PER AD PER ISSUE

CLASSIFIED ADSCLASSIFIED ADS

"ON THE SIDE OF LAW
AND ORDER "POSTERS

18" X 24" FULL COLOR POSTER
$10 PER POSTER PLUS $5 S/H, TO
B/H Dist. P.O. BOX 8710, NEWARK,

OH 43055.
ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE

TATA.

FOR SALE: NEW MANUFAC-
TURE! DRUM WINDING
KEYS($100 EA)  EXACT REPRO-
DUCTIONS, MADE TO COLT
ERA QUALITY. THESE ARE
ONE OF THE HARDEST SPARE
PARTS THAT CAN EVER BE
FOUND. READY TO USE ON
YOUR DRUMS. WILL WORK
ON ALL DRUMS MADE UP TO
1940. MONEY BACK
GUARENTEE. TATA, P.O. BOX
8710, NEWARK, OH 43055 740-
345-9777 DAYS

FOR SALE: TATA MEMBERSHIP PINS.
POLISHED GOLD WITH BLACK LET-
TERING. $7 EA. PLUS $1 S/H. ALSO
AVAILABLE TATA HATS, BLUE WITH
GOLD LOGO AND WHITE TEXT $20,
POLO SHIRTS WITH POCKET $35 EA.
SPECIFY SHIRT SIZES. TATA, POB
8710, NEWARK, OH 43055


